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Build and deploy a global broadband ATM multimedia virtual network :
Today, a lot of Investors and fund-raisers are still recovering from the big cold they caught four years ago, from
their investment in Internet and Telecommunications. In most cases this disaster and its poor recovery has
been based almost entirely on poor decision making. The end result is that many of these investment advisors,
as well as a vast number of Chief Executives, are no longer working for their firms. Four years ago, the
telecommunications industry showed a positive balance sheet and the prospects for growth were enormous.
Today, crippled by a multi-billion dollar debt load, many of these telecommunication companies have either
closed down, sought bankruptcy protection or sold off to another deep pocketed carrier.
As you know, the debt troubles spread to almost every sector of the telecommunications industry. Firms that
spent the past few years digging up streets, highways and ocean floors to build optic- networks, have burnt
through hundreds of millions of dollars. During the past twelve months, more than a dozen telecom providers
have filed for bankruptcy, and it is not yet over.
Today, more than 97% of fiber-optic capacity goes unused, and with equipment and telecom suppliers facing
significant marketing and financial issues, you may well question why anyone would want to set up a new
Telecommunications company.
So what has happened to all those assets, all that unused equipment, all that unused dark fiber. The way I saw
it, at 8 cents in the dollar, why not buy up a lot of this equipment and dark fiber, and build a new global
telecommunications infrastructure using all this new state of the art unused technology? The key would be in
building up a good management team; knowing what you do not know and willing to take advice, and then
looking for the “unknown defined factor” that will stop any logical equation from working out. This is the factor
when added to 1 + 1, makes the result not equal to 2.
Many investors and lenders who specialized in distressed companies, and sometimes supplied them with
additional capital during a restructuring, all stayed clear of this sector. With investors and lenders turning a cold
shoulder to many telecom companies, more and more Telecom Companies going under, what appeared bad for
some, had to be good for another. I believed that this was a good time for investing in Telecommunications. It
was also time to get rid of all the autocratic managers, whose management style was inherent in this industry
since the mid 90’s. Whether you are Global Crossing, 360 Networks, MCI or AT&T, it all came down to the
style and autocratic beliefs of the top management. Nearly all these top managers have now lost or in the
process of loosing their jobs. Many Companies have failed through this disease (an arrogant inability to
question judgment). I have seen this so many times, and in nearly all cases, the companies managed by these
people, have filed for Chapter 11.
So we began with an idea, an opportunity, to capitalize on acquiring assets at bottom rate prices, sometimes
even free or in exchange for shares and to raise funds to build and deploy a global broadband ATM multimedia
virtual network in conjunction with our equity partners, (i.e. Our suppliers), covering 9 Countries in Asia, the
US and Europe.
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I started the process back in May 2001, first building a Marketing Plan and a profile which would assist in
obtaining funds. Putting together a Management Team and approaching all those who would listen, to raise
$2.5 million+ to get started - to build and grow a successful organization from scratch, and to develop and
implement comprehensive strategies and winning tactical sales plans and sales partnerships, designed for
ultimate victory against entrenched competition.
September 11th, did not help. New treasury regulations dampened progress. Funds destined from abroad dried
up. The Chairman of a Swiss Bank, willing to invest significant funds, had to withdraw his offer, as he was
Islamic. Suddenly all foreign investors had to not only explain where the funds were coming from, but also the
source’s source. Now it was not only the telecoms industry suffering, but the entire Western economy. In
this stagnating economy, it came down to talking to locals, American investors willing to take a risk. After 2
years, knocking on doors, I finally raised the needed business capital ($4m in escrow with commitment to
$85m) to build the organization, provided I could develop Alliances and Partnerships with our suppliers and a
number of selected Telecom operators in 3 global regions. A further 6 months along, we closed agreements in
all 3 regions, including 7 out of 9 Asian countries.
From the beginning, we started to try and develop a vision and mission that made sense for our company.
Dreams and missions change particularly in a new business because it is moving fast. Then we had to
communicate to employees so that everybody knows where we were going. It helps to have a road map. You
get there quicker. It's a focus issue. Everybody becomes focused on the same things and everybody is going in
the same direction and hopefully we all get there at the same time.
People who start a business have more in mind than just making money. Not every business appears to be
cause-oriented on the surface, but, if you look behind the scenes of good companies, you find a mission
statement which has to do with service, making people's lives better, etc. So, being mission-driven is a huge
competitive advantage. If you don't capitalize on this opportunity, your work is much harder. Having a vision
means you can see in your mind's eye what doesn't exist today. The mission is your statement of purpose, the
way you are reaching toward the vision. President Kennedy's vision was to put a man on the moon. The mission
became to provide science with the tools necessary to make the vision a reality.
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